2019 “Shinyu Graduate Research Excellent Award at Tohoku university”
Application Instructions

1. Objective
To promote the research activity investigated by the graduate students at Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine.

2. Eligibility
Applicants must meet all of the following criteria:
(1) Enrolled in Doctoral course (in either of the following majors: Medical Sciences, Disability Sciences, and Health Sciences), or graduated within one year from above majors.
(2) Applied to “JAPAN SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION SCIENCE (JSPS) Research Fellowship for Young Scientists” for FY 2020. However, the students who received JSPS Overseas Research Fellowship are not eligible to apply.
(3) Must not be awarded of Shinyu Graduate Research Excellent Award in 2018.

3. Prize
The winners will be given a certificate and monetary award based on their research achievements, especially their publications.

4. Number of winners
   Best Excellence Award: 1 person (approx.)
   Excellence Award: 5 persons (approx.)

5. Application documents
(1) Application Forms [Form 1: 1 original and 5 copies]
(2) Letter of Recommendation from his/her professor) [Form 2: 1 original and 5 copies]
(3) Copy of “JAPAN SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION SCIENCE Research Fellowship for Young Scientists” application forms [6 copies; DC application forms: p.3～, PD application forms: p.4～]
(4) List of Research Achievement [6 copies]

6. Submission deadline
All documents must be submitted by Friday, May 31, 2019, to the Graduate Academic Affairs Section located in the 2nd floor, Building No.1.

7. Selection Committee
The winners will be selected by the Graduate School Joint Operation Committee.
8. Winner's obligations

The winner must prepare the poster presentation based on their publication. The poster will be posted on the interactive bulletin board system in Seiryo Campus.

9. Notes

1. Prize money is supported by the General Incorporated Foundation of Shinyukai.
2. The Awarding Ceremony will be notified to the winners individually.
3. English title of this award is defined as “Shinyu Graduate Research Excellent Award at Tohoku university”.
4. The winner of this award can’t apply for the scholarship given by Tohoku Medical Society (TOHOKU-IGAKKAI SYOGAKUSYO, 東北医学会奨学賞).